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Topic Analyst® Ecosystem
The Topic Analyst Ecosystem ensures a 360-degree overview of your information landscape and supports a full information
analysis cycle. Use it on your desktop, mobile or integrated into SharePoint and Office. It enables continuous information
collection, processing, monitoring and collaboration. CORPUS, the backbone of the ecosystem, understands information,
extracts facts and finds hidden relations.
Topic Analyst is the face to the user that turns information into insights. Spend more time on strategic decisions while others
still search.

Collect Information
CORPUS continuously collects information in real time from various sources like
websites, social media, enterprise software, databases or even printed documents.
It grows with your data and keeps an eye on the complete information landscape to
discover what is important.

Extract Facts and Find Relations
CORPUS understands information and uses world knowledge to extract facts, discover
their meaning and find hidden relations – because Apple is not always an apple. Forget
about spending time on picking the right keywords and writing complex queries to get the right
answers. While CORPUS does the job, you focus on what is important – insights and decisions.

Define Your Key Intelligence Topics (KIT)
Define your KITs with Supervised Topics. Add and weight the key aspects that describe your
interests semantically. Visualize your results by creating multiple analytical dashboards.
Topic Analyst will minimize the risk to miss important information, maximize the quality
of search results and point out new, even unexpected facts.

Monitor, Analyze and Get Insights
Use your dashboards for a continuous market overview. Identify topics, evaluate
trends and sentiments. Dive deeper with the multi-level drilldown into the
details down to the original relevant sources. Analyze and compare facts
using interactive and rich visualizations. Get all this done with just a few clicks.

Share and Collaborate
Found anything important? Tag it, add comments or share it via e-mail with your team
members. Export your dashboards and documents for your reports. Integrate Topic
Analyst into your enterprise systems to spread your insights and provide all your colleagues
with easy-to-use self-service dashboards.
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